England's vention, M. Blum's scheme!) to die anarchists of Spain, offences collaborating with Moscow, when we all knew that the Reds would be beaten in the long run, The incredible lack of foresight amongst our politicians was shared by your New Statesman dreamers* Hence the latest consequences: reinforcement of the Rome-Berlin axis.'
I reminded Blanche that we have other organs of enlightened opinion besides The New Statesman. l)< >es he read the wise articles which J. A. Spender is writing for the Sunday Times, for example? For myself, I had been struck „ by the quiet courage of the Frenchmen I bad been meeting,' by their faith in the moral position of the democracies and in the resoluteness of their army. Yes, Blanche agreed, France has still an excellent army. But there is as yet; no question of compulsory service in England. lie too believed in the toughness and tenacity of the French and British; but he confessed that some time ago he wondered whether ml Chamberlain would act as Brunhilde, and leap, together with Daladier, on to the funeral pyre: the nymphs of the Seine, the mermaids of the Thames, in place of the Rhine daughters lamenting! Now he admitted that a stand was being made against further aggression by the Axis Powers. A move to-1 wards compulsory service was in fact started immediately after our return from France,
I could understand Blanche's feeling, that in case of war France would have to bear the full brunt of the first attack. We can only live from day to day; meanwhile the unfailing fertility of the spring brings courage. For nothing can prevent the sap from rising, or the miracle of the lull-leafed, blossoming trees after the bare winter. It is poor comfort, I know, But life with its unlimited fecundity pulsating throughout the universe urges and controls more than any human agency. You and I are old, dear Blanche, but the young are full of vigour; even the old remember their desires, Yeats's last poem suggested that he would give everything 322

